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Family names Calif. officer shot by fellow police

By The Associated Press

Family members on Sunday identified an officer killed by fellow police on California's central
coast, and questioned why the attempted arrest that led to his death had to take place while
he was on duty in the streets.

The officer killed was 29-year-old Albert Covarrubias Jr., a four-year veteran of the Santa
Maria Police Department, his father and sister told KCOY-TV.

Police, who have not released the officer's
name, said he had to be arrested
immediately on suspicion of illegal sex with
a teenage minor early Saturday because of
the seriousness of the evidence and
allegations against him.

The officer physically resisted the arrest and
fired his gun before another officer fatally
shot him at a DUI checkpoint where he'd
been working, police said. No one else was
injured.

"My son was a beautiful person. My son was
respected to everybody. My son was a hard
worker," the officer's father, Albert

Covarrubias Sr., told the station. "I love all my children with all my heart and a piece of my
heart has been ripped out of me now."

Sister Andrianna Covarrubias told the TV station, "I'm hurt. I don't know how to take it."

The officer's relatives questioned the need for the public confrontation.

"They said they had all this information to arrest him," Covarrubias said. "Why on the
streets? Why there? Was it to ridicule him?"

Police declined to offer any new information or comment on the case Sunday.

But at a Saturday news conference, Chief Danny Macagni said evidence obtained by
detectives minutes before the attempted arrest and subsequent shooting was "not only
compelling, it was egregious, and needed to be dealt with immediately."

Detectives had been investigating an alleged relationship between Covarrubias and a 17-
year-old girl starting Thursday night.
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Macagni declined to give details about the evidence, but said it included witness intimidation.
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He was confronted by Officer Judge, Officer Jury, and Sargeant Executioner.

David Silva
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...He chose his own fate!  Suicide by cop!
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I thought ridiculously high salaries are supposed to attract the best and brightest, it just
seems to attract the dregs.

FrankLeeSpeaking
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They hire first generation Latinos so they can better relate to the high number of
illegal population. Many times this backfires because they grew up and or have family
in organized crime.

kim North
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I should add that MOST are stand up Cops.

kim North
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The previous article indicated they knew about the officer's alleged sexual misconduct on the
Thursday before this tragic incident.  This article seems to indicate he had sexual relations
with the minor on "early Saturday."   So, they knew he was having sex with a minor and
didn't stop him from doing so on Saturday?  I hope I read this wrong.
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Do we have any reasonable basis for believing that the suspect would have been any less
likely to violently resist arrest if the attempt had been made, say, at his house on a Sunday
afternoon?
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This officer was unstable....and SMPD had to act since there was a real probability that the
situation could have escalated to a standoff.  Men and women in blue are people too, and do
you think they want to put their lives along with the lives of public at an even greater risk? 
Sorry family, the appeal to sympathy doesn't work for me.   The risk was mitigated by the
fact it was done at 2 am at a checkpoint....how many people were at the checkpoint at the
time?  I'll wait for a first hand account from a citizen at the scene during the incident to reply,
else....GOOD JOB SMPD!  My heart goes out to the officer that took him out, it must be a
terrible feeling taking out a life, let alone a co-worker.
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I've known the officer who fired the fatal shot and his family for many years.  His
father is a close friend and I watched Matt grow up.  I spoke with his father last night
and they are indeed struggling with what has occurred.  Matt's actions may have very
likely prevented a tragic situation from becoming even worse.
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Come on people. The guy was boinking a 17 year old and was involved in witness
intimidation. HE fights and pulls and fires his gun and people are saying HE is a victim? Good
grief! Sorry for your loss family but your son caused his own death.
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